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The InvestiG.A.T.E. students worked so hard this year
creating, problem solving, discovering, solving, designing,
building, expressing… I wish you all a restful summer of
fun. Recharge for next year ;)
-Mrs. Laman
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Find us on...

Follow the InvestiG.A.T.E.
program on Instagram to see
what we’ve been working on this
year! I only post pictures of those
who have permission through the
forms completed back in
September. Search for

dtsinvestigate to follow us!

Find us on...
I’ve compiled all
of the videos we’ve made this
year in InvestiGATE, as well as
pictures, into one playlist on my
YouTube channel. The link to
watch them is below…

https://bit.ly/2Xysqnj

InvestiG.A.T.E.

1st/2nd grade InvestiG.A.T.E.

GRADES K-3

We had some overnight guests in the InvestiG.A.T.E.
classroom this marking period– pillbugs and sowbugs! With
the help of Ms. Bug Lady (aka Kirsten Perehinys), we
searched for pillbugs outside and brought them back into
the classroom for observation. We created a habitat suitable
for them with tree bark, mulch and grasses and leaves. We
used specimen cups and magnifying glasses to observe
them. We learned that pillbugs:



Are cousins of crustaceans and not bugs or insects



Have 14 legs



Have an exoskeleton



Like dark, damp places



Can roll into a ball



Are nicknamed roly-poly



Look like sowbugs, but sowbugs don’t roll



Have antennae



Can carry up to 200 eggs in a brood pouch



Are recyclers because they eat rotting leaves and tree bark



Tickle when they climb on your hands and arms

We used the scientific method to question and create
hypotheses about our pillbugs. We conducted experiments
and even raced our pillbugs to see who was the fastest. We
also wrote pillbug adventure stories. After our experiments
and observations were finished, we released them back into
their natural habitat.

Kindergarten InvestiG.A.T.E. Enrichment
The Kindergarteners have been reading,
reading, reading this marking period!
Each week they came to class and read
a new book. In our guided reading
group, we focused on different reading
skills each week. After reading, we
would complete an activity related to
our book. One week we played math
games with a dog theme. Another week
we wrote about how “sweet” school is
because our book was about
watermelon. We read a repetitive book
about Max and his favorite
sandwich, so we built our own
paper sandwiches and then
wrote about our own crazy
sandwich creations!
“An

obstacle is an adventure in disguise”

3rd grade InvestiG.A.T.E. Enrichment
2nd grade InvestiG.A.T.E. Enrichment
The second graders read Maurice’s Room. This book was
about a boy who collected EVERYTHING! His collections
filled his room until one day his parents announced they
were moving from the city to the country. Maurice now
had a huge barn to store his collections. The students
focused on listening to their thinking– metacognition-while reading the book. They made large drawings of
Maurice’s room, using the author’s descriptive details
from the story. They were sure to include
the cigar boxes of nuts and bolts, the
squirrel and raccoon tails, the hamster
cage with a squeaky wheel, the dried
octopus hanging from the ceiling and
the painted turtle shells, to name just a
few of his collections!

The third grade class participated in a game
building unit this marking period. First, they played
various board games and card games to observe
game design and overall strategy. I asked them to
create their games with fairy tale or fractured fairy
tale theme because they just finished that unit in
their 3rd grade class. Each group created a plan
and prototype of their game. They self-assessed
their own games to evaluate their effectiveness, the
accuracy of the rules, as well as their ability to work
as a group. Their final games were created using
cardboard, homemade game pieces and creative
“finds” around the classroom. We really enjoyed
playing each others games! We
had quite a variety… Jack and the
Beanstalk, The Frog Princess and
two version of The Three Little Pigs.

InvestiG.A.T.E.

GRADES 4-5
Local Architecture
he 4th graders began their architecture unit with a visit from Flemington
architect, Christopher Pickell. Then they took a walking tour of downtown
Sergeantsville with local resident and historical society member, Dan Bush.
He pointed out the various architectural styles and elements. With pictures of the
structures they saw, they then came back to class and built 3D models, to scale. The
students quickly learned that they couldn’t just draw a door or windows whatever
size they wanted! They used architect rulers to measure with a 1/2” scale. After
painting the boxes and constructing the roofs, porches and other architectural
features, the students researched the style of architecture and the history of their
structure. They built the Sergeantsville Inn, the Post Office, WDVR (the old
blacksmith shop) and the green building on the corner.

T

A Wrinkle in Time

he 5th graders read A Wrinkle in Time by Madeleine L’Engle.
Continuing our year-long theme of “explorers,” we tessered through space
and time with several gifted children in an attempt to rescue their
father on the planet of Camazotz. This science fiction/fantasy
novel is action packed. The protagonists battle evil and the
mysterious IT, all the while discovering what makes them unique.
We compared the themes and conflicts of the novel, good vs. evil
and light vs. dark with several poems– “The Jumblies” and
“Jabberwocky.” Be sure to ask your child what tessering is!!

InvestiG.A.T.E.

7th Grade
The 7th grade class has been immersed in
forensics and critical thinking this marking
period. They learned to hone their
observation skills and ask questions. They
were given the task of writing their own
crime scene mystery story and staging a CSI
for 3rd grade students to participate in.
Someone vandalized the DTS playground and
the 3rd graders had to figure out who it was.
The 7th grade researched their area of
expertise (blood type, fiber,
chromatography, finger prints…) Next, they
designed learning stations for the students to
rotate through. They created all the posters,
handouts and labs necessary for the
investigation and walked the younger
students through the process. The 3rd grade
students LOVED the CSI. They were engaged
in the process and the 7th grade students
shared their expertise with confidence.

GRADES 6-8

6th Grade
Mindset and Mindfulness
We started off our study with a
survey about mindset. There are
two types of mindsets we can cultivate. One that
embraces problems as opportunities to learn, and one
that avoids them, often out of fear to fail. People that
avoid conflicts can be described as having a fixed
mindset. Those who see problems as interesting
challenges have a growth mindset. Sometimes, though,
we do like to switch from one to the other. The
students evaluated their own fixed or growth mindset
and we spent some time working on building more of a
growth mindset. We looked at the brain and the
functions of each part. We created Play-Doh models of
the brain and designed a zombie brain menu using our
computers.
In addition to our mindset/brain study, we
examined mindfulness. Each student led the class in a
mindful minute technique or strategy we can employ
when we’re feeling stressed, anxious or even tired.

7th grade Expression Project
In addition to our CSI unit, the 7th grade also spearheaded the creation of the DTS Mindfulness Butterfly Garden. The students worked to plan, organize and create the various elements that were added to
the elementary courtyard. They helped to plan the DTS Arts Fest activities and led the elementary students through the stations. Ms. Mikula and I are so proud of their creative planning and the responsibility they
took on to execute this multi-layered project!

8th Grade
The 8th grade class completed a unit on the Holocaust. Through PowerPoint presentations and
documentaries from the Holocaust Museum in Washington DC and Israel, the students were
introduced to the historical context preceding WWII. Students were asked to keep a reflection
journal where they commented on their thoughts, feelings, questions, opinions and connections.
They looked for answers to our essential questions, as well as evidence of dehumanization and
propaganda.

Best of luck to the
class of 2019! You
will be missed.

